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Sky high travel insurance rip-off wrecks holidays 

 
Mozo Experts Choice Awards help save hundreds of dollars 

 
• airlines, travel agents charging up to 3x more 
• prices inflated by hefty commissions 
• new Mozo awards sort the champs from the chumps 

 
Sydney, 7 June, 2014 - Australians are paying up to three times too much for their travel insurance 
by booking it through airlines and travel agents instead of shopping around, according to new 
research from financial comparison website Mozo.com.au. 
 
Mozo compared the cost of purchasing travel insurance policies from 57 insurance brands, airlines 
and travel agents and found that unsuspecting travellers buying insurance as an add on to their 
flight or holiday package can pay up to 200% more for the convenience. 
 
The difference can be as much as several hundred dollars: equivalent to upgrading your hotel room 
to an ocean view, swapping fast food for fine dining, or extending your holiday by a couple of nights. 
 
For example by booking through Qantas, a 14-day comprehensive policy for a family of four 
travelling to the US costs $504. By shopping around and comparing quotes online, the same family 
could find a comprehensive policy for as little as $164. That’s a saving of $340. 
 
Mozo director Kirsty Lamont says travellers are paying through the nose for the convenience of a 
quick booking. 
 
"It might be convenient to add in extra options like travel insurance when booking flights and holiday 
packages, but it’s certainly not cheap. Travel operators receive huge commissions on insurance – 
up to 53% in the case of Qantas," Kirsty Lamont says. 
 
To help travellers find the best value insurance and avoid paying too much, Mozo has just rated 133 
policies from 57 Australian travel insurers by gathering quotes for a range of common travel 
scenarios for the new Mozo Experts Choice Awards. 

 

Mozo Experts Choice Awards 2014 – Travel Insurance 
Category Award Winner 

Best Value 
Comprehensive Policy  

Gold Southern Cross Travel Insurance 
TravelCare 

Silver Worldcare Comprehensive 

Bronze 1300 Travel Insurance 
Comprehensive 

Best Value 
Basic Policy 

Gold Insure&Go OneTrip Bare Essentials 

Silver 1Cover Basic 

Bronze Worldcare Budget 

source: Mozo.com.au June 2014 
 
"Our research clearly shows that to avoid paying too much, travellers should shop around and 
compare travel insurance quotes online to make sure they are getting the best policy for their needs 
at the best price," Kirsty Lamont says. 
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Getting stung by too-high prices is not the only problem. Travellers who pick up insurance as an 
afterthought may not be getting sufficient coverage. This highlights the importance of shopping 
around for travel insurance and comparing conditions before taking out the policy. 
 
"Insurers have different definitions, different exclusions and different levels of cover, so it's vital to 
compare options to find a policy that offers the best price as well as the best fit with your needs," 
Kirsty Lamont says. 
 
It's easy to compare quotes on Mozo's travel insurance database, which compares more travel 
insurers than any other Australian site. You can get a quote based on your own personal travel 
plans and compare all the top features in seconds, from overseas medical to cancellation and lost 
luggage fees. 
 
For a full list of Mozo Experts Choice Awards 2014 Travel Insurance winners click here. 
 
 

-ENDS - 
 
 
About the Mozo Experts Choice Awards 
The Mozo Experts Choice Awards highlight the best value travel insurance on the Australian 
market. Mozo gathered quotes from 57 travel insurance providers for 133 international travel 
insurance policies for a range of common travellers scenarios. Quotes for each scenario were 
averaged to determine the insurers with the lowest minimum average premiums in the categories of   
comprehensive and basic travel insurance. More information on the methodology and awards 
criteria can be found in the Mozo Experts Choice Research Report here (pdf). 
 
 
About Mozo.com.au 
Mozo is Australia’s leading online financial comparison and reviews site. Our database covers more 
than 1,400 products from 150 banking, insurance and investment providers, and our award-winning 
comparison tools help more than 300,000 Australians find a better banking or insurance deal each 
month. Mozo powers the "Compare, Ditch & Switch" service for Choice and has partnerships with 
some of Australia’s largest publishers. 

 
 


